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Pastor Lindstedt finds out just as Atonement ends that the federal nigger j'ude 

gives a summary judgment to 01' Niggerlips 
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Think of it as theDred Scott v. Sandford of the Second Civil 
War 
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Just as the Day of Atonement was about to end this reporter 
from the Cleveland Plain Dealer called me up and asked my 
opinion on this federal judge's giving summary judgment to 01' 
Niggerlips / Bryan Reo of the ZOGbot Poverty [F]Law Center. 
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Upon finding out that it was the Solomon Oliver case I of course 
said that I'd file a Rule 59(e) Motion to Recoonsider. I pointed out 
that as probably the only real open White Supremacist -- a 
"White Nationalist" is a ZOGling whigger, jew or mamzer pussy 
too chickenshit to admit that White People shouldn't have to live 
in the same country as non-whites and jews claiming that they 
want a "pissful separation" to be given them by ZOG/Babylon as 
opposed to gaining it the old fashioned way through civil war and 
genocide. 

Of course I was thoroughly racist in promoting racism. The 
reporter said that he couldn't repeat verbatim what I said. I said 
that this was exactly the position of the Daily Capital Journal of 
Pierre South Dakota. But everything I said was on the record and 
by the way I was recording this as well. So we'd see what was 
got. 

I pointed out that what was it to me if a nigger judge destroyed 
the Myth of the First Amendment. My position is that a Satanic 
mamzer faggot ZOGbot Abomination could have stopped fighting 
with me back when I found out that "Sword Brethren" was none 
other than Bryan Reo of Mentor Ohio. Dl' Niggerlips (my 
nickname for Bryan Reo as what non-white pretend White 
Supremacist calls itzself 01 Niggerlips -- a shitskinned slant-eyed 
unibrowed jewboy mamzer faggot playing at White Supremacist 
that's what) even won a gag order and they will be holding a 
hearing for "damages." 

My position is that North Eastern Ohio needs to be destroyed 
absolutely. I think within the next few years that White 
Supremacist Warlords can chernobylize the North Perry Nucleart 
Power Plant by cutting off the water and fuel supply and causing 
this aging reactor to melt down just to show that us Warlords 
mean business. None of us budding White Supremacist warlords 
running local theocratic military dictatorships can afford to let 
Northeastern Ohio exist, certainly not as an antifa shithole which 
drags Aryan Nations pastors and their Churches to face trial by 
nigger and gliberal whigger lynch mob jurors. Every single pig, 
lawyer, judge, plutocrat and politician that refuses to live and let 
live needs to be exterminated, along with the majority of the 
population with the rest enslaved. 

The thirty-eight minute interview with the reporter is recorded 
below. 	 (7i 
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Pastor Martin Luther Dzerzhinsky Lindstedt 
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